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writing is essential to the kingdom of god adam and eve kept a
book of remembrance and taught their children to read and write see
moses 65 6 prophets and others called of god recorded the
prophecies and histories of their peoples the Nep
hites wrote to per
nephites
suade their children and brethren to believe in christ 2 nephi 2523
shall write the words
they kept the commandment that all men
which the lord spoke unto them 2 nephi 2911 peter paul and
john wrote epistles expounding doctrine and strengthening the saints
joseph smith wrote his prayers recorded his visions and sent letters of
comfort to the saints the lord esteems the writings of his servants
so highly that he has declared he will judge the whole world from
their books see 3 nephi 2725 26
but all the books have not been written As students and teachers
of the gospel we have our own opportunity to write the words that
god speaks to us this invitation is extended to all the saints not just
the prophets paul taught he that prophesieth
prophe sieth speaketh
speak eth unto men to
edification and exhortation and comfort 1 corinthians 143 As a
church we seek to edify others through our sacrament talks via the
lessons we teach and in our missionary efforts the process of think
ing and writing enhances the service we offer when we help our
students learn how to ponder the gospel of jesus christ through class
room and personal writings we teach students to act upon an important
principle of edification when we encourage students to communicate
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their faith through writing as well as through speaking we provide an
important opportunity for the spirit to witness the truth
As religious educators we have a unique responsibility to help our
students explore the gospel through their writing and thus improve
their ability to communicate its truths with others the act of writing
encourages thinking and pondering which enhances communication
skills writing as a learning vehicle enables students to probe more
deeply the wonders of gods word through writing students can
clarify their thoughts and feelings and enhance their learning
religious educators have enough to teach without supplementing
their curriculum with writing classes that is why 1I have been careful
to suggest activities that have an immediate classroom application
this article offers helpful tools to encourage student writing it presents a variety of teaching ideas that will help students use writing to
enhance their experience in religious education the suggestions
include various types of writing activities for different experience levels
objec
and explanations of how students benefit from each activity my object
tive is to provide a list of idea starters that can be modified according
to teachers individual gifts as instructors and the needs of the different
classes they teach certain ideas may complement your style of teach
ing others may work for one class and not another and some may
simply be too much for you and your class 1I encourage you to experiment with the activities so you can discover what works best for you
1

ideas for basic writing

the activities for basic writing are simple and direct their purpose
to help students interact with course material through writing they
encourage students to think openly and directly about the scriptures
while providing the teacher with continuous feedback concerning student progress and the effectiveness of the course I1 have suggested an
experience level that is best suited for each activity however you may
find that with modification the activities can be used at all levels
is

activities for basic writing
level

activity

description

advantages

seminary

response
journal

write a personal response to scrip

journals stimulate personal
interaction with scriptures and

seminary

passage

summary

ture reading or class discussion in
daily scripture journal

a

maln points of a
identify the main
scripture passage and write a brief
summary

gospel topics

summaries provide instructors
with feedback on student under
standing they help students
maln ideas
clarify main
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seminary

seminary

institute

institute

in
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newspaper style headline
write a newspaperstyle
that summarizes the information in

headlines require students to be
concise and specific in their written

the passage

summaries

simple
explanations

write a note to a child explaining a

simple explanations teach students
the importance of simplicity in
scripture understanding

idea map

draw a graphic representation that

headline

answer a
question

scripture or concept

illustrates the idea organization in
the passage

idea maps develop students
awareness of structure as an aid in
pondering scripture messages

respond in two sentences to

written answers give instructors

question about

a

a passage

opportunities to evaluate student
understanding

institute

brainstorm

applina
write about the possible applica
rions of a scripture in various
settings in todays world

Bram
aepli
brainstorming
storming contemporary appli
of
canions emphasizes the relevance ot
cations
principles taught in the scriptures

institute

key word
identification
and definition

describe in several sentences the
impact of one or two words in a
scripture passage

students focus their scripture study
by concentrating on meanings of
the words

institute

personal

formulate

opinion

sonai response to an issue based on
readings and study

personal response essays encourage
students to expand their thinking
about certain scriptures

rush write

write quickly for two minutes
recording first impressions about a
passage or concept

rush writes prompt students to

write nonstop for ten minutes

corm
corn
free writes teach students to comm
cont
coni

expressing in broad terms what
was understood from reading or
class discussion

prehend and analyze what they arc
are
reading and learning

all

all

rush write

a

one paragraph per

capture their initial response to
ideas and scriptures

2 ideas for analysis writing

students should be invited and encouraged to use writing to
specifically examine their own thoughts and insights analytical writing requires students to develop confidence in their skill as thinkers
class time for writand writers in religion these activities require in
inclass
ing teachers should understand that the quiet time during which
students are writing can be just as productive as the time during which
the teacher is talking students benefit from feedback regarding their
writing by providing such help teachers encourage students under
standing of how writing promotes clear thinking
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activities for analysis writing
level

activity

description

advantages

seminary

definitions

write a dictionary type definition
of a word from the scriptures

defining words increases students
understanding of scripture by focusing
their attention on specific word
meanings

seminary

different

write about

perspectives

assigned perspective ie
i e a soldier
minister
mister person in the street etc

considering various perspectives
encourages students to expand their
thinking

problem

solution

suggest in writing a solution to
contemporary problem using a
scripture passage

seminary

scripture
annotation

make notes in the margin next to
a scripture passage

scripture annotation provides students
with practice in focusing their reading

institute

scripture

compare in one paragraph two
or more scriptures to show how
they communicate the same idea
differently

comparisons encourage students to
use their own scripture study and
analysis skills to understand important
scripture themes

write a letter to a newspaper edi
tor about the implications of a

doctrinal analysis invites students to
articulate their own scriptural insights

seminary

relationships

institute

doctrinal
analysis

a

doctrine from an

a

problemsolution
problem solution analysis demonstrates how the scriptures have
application to the students personal
lives and to their understanding of
world affairs

scripture passage

institute

explain in several sentences how
the context of a scripture passage
affects the meaning

scripture

context

3 ideas for application

studying context helps students ana
ayze
lyze scripture meaning within the
immediate circumstances surrounding
the passage

writing

A
aplication
pplication writing provides students with an opportunity to write
1f
af
using forms common in the church these are similar to analysis
papers except they require the student to be aware of a particular type
of writing instructors can help students by providing models as part
of the activity one benefit of this activity is that it helps students learn
how the structure of writing interacts with the content

yih
dip
1

activities for application writing
level

activity

description

advantages

seminary

bible

write a new entry for the bible
dictionary

writing dictionary entries encourages
students to be thorough in their scripture

dictionary

study and precise in their explanations

seminary

letter to
friend

a

in a letter explain a gospel con
capt to a nonmember friend
cept

letters promote students awareness of
their nonmember peers and helps them
think of ways to address such peers in
religious contexts
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sacrament

in
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write a draft appropriate for

a
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talks provide practice in writing with

a

meeting talk sacrament meeting talk

specific purpose and audience in mind

institute

lesson plan

outline

a lesson plan for a church
class based on a scripture block

outlining lesson plans improves lesson
preparation skills among students who
will teach in the church all their lives

institute

encyclopedia

twenty five word entry
write a twentyfiveword

entry

regarding a specific topic

encyclopedia entry writing helps stu
dents to choose their words carefully
and sparingly

ward
newsletter

write a scripture related article for

institute

a ward publication

writing articles develops skills in
teaching basic concepts to a church
audience through writing

4 ideas for creative writing
creative
writing assignments are usually a welcome option for stucreativewriting
dents they provide an opportunity to explore their creative talents in
relation to the scriptures often these activities result in some of the
most innovative insights giving students and teachers a chance to take
pleasure in the aesthetic side of religious writing note that the ideas
below are suitable for all experience levels

activities for creative writing
levels

activity

description

advantages

all

personal

write about a personal experience

narrative

in which the scriptures have a

personal narratives impact the student
and instructor more personally than an
analysis paper

direct application

all

parable

write a modern parable that illus
traces
trates a specific doctrinal concept
or scripture teaching

writing a parable gives students the
opportunity to study and model one
ot
of the saviors teaching methods

all

poems

write a poem that expounds upon poetry provides a unique opportunity
a particular scripture or doctrine
to ponder the scriptures and feel the
spirit

all

dialogue

write an imaginary dialogue that
explores a doctrinal concept

all

advertisement

write an advertisement related to
a

all

scripture idea or event

adapt a song write new words for a song to
reflect the ideas in a scripture

writing a dialogue teaches students to
articulate gospel concepts from differ
ent perspectives
writing an ad requires that students
exercise visual and verbal creativity to
teach a gospel truth

song writing encourages students to
express scriptural insights in a memo
rable way through music
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ideas for research writing

egami
research writing provides an opportunity for an in depth exami
nation of scriptural ideas it promotes the exploration of new thoughts
through reading and pondering information from a variety of sources
students can use research activities as a way to complement course
directed learning although a
selfdirected
material and take responsibility for self
formal research paper is usually not required in seminary or institute
informal research writing can enhance learning and add to class discus sion although research activities are suggested only for the
cussion

institute level in certain circumstances they could be adapted for seminary purposes

activities for research writing
level

activity

description

advantages

institute

background

prepare a summary of background
information related to a passage

background research helps students
consider the relevance of context to

research

specific passages

institute

examining

write a brief comparison of the
different interpretations of a spe

different
cific
commentaries cefic
cine passage
cinc

examining different commentaries
varl
increases students awareness of vari
van
ous perspectives of a scripture passage

institute

biography

research the life of a church
leader or a scripture character and
write a short biography

writing biographies encourages students to recognize the human efforts
that the church is built upon

institute

alternative
translations

describe how alternative translations to the king james version
of the bible contribute to scrip
turc understanding
ture

examining alternative translations
expands students understanding of
the bible

final thoughts
before trying any of the suggested ideas you should determine
how you want to use writing to enhance learning you will need to
consider purposefully your students and your teaching objectives
once you have determined the role of writing in your class carefully
introduce the writing activities help students understand that writing
magnifies learning and that it is an important part of your class the
expectations of the assignments must be clear to the students when
they see a definite starting point for the activity and a defined product
expectation they will be more likely to overcome the natural resistance
reil
rell
rcli
reli
that all writers face remember that for most students writing in a racli
gious
bious education setting may seem unusual at first reassure them by
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explaining the importance of writing in the learning process it will be
helpful if you begin with small easy writing activities to build student
confidence and to demonstrate how writing will be used to facilitate
classroom discussion
once your students start writing remember that for writing to be
meaningful it should be read by someone students will write with
greater interest if they know that their teacher or others will be reading
what they have written you will find that most students enjoy sharing
and discussing what they have written providing classroom discussion
with more personal and specific insights using student writing as part
of a class discussion also promotes spontaneity and variety
As with all new things both you and your students will experience
a learning curve when you use writing activities your success in implementing writing will depend upon your interest and your determination
to establish a new expectation in your class you may find that in using
writing as a way to enhance learning you will have found another way
10 that
ofyour
your students see hebrews 8810
to write the law upon the hearts of
is after all our prime objective as religious educators 133
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